CAREGY HTV 12" x 25ft Roll - Iron On Heat Transfer Vinyl (White)
Review-2021

Actual product measures 12in x 25ft â€” 90 Microns thin. PU Composition and CPSIA certified for
children's clothing.
Decorate T-shirts, pants, hoodies, bags, shoes, pillows and so much more with a heat press or
home iron! Applies at a lower temperature of 305Â°F for 15 seconds with medium pressure.
Adheres to 100% Cotton, 100% Polyester, Cotton/poly blends, and Leather.
Pressure sensitive (sticky) backing makes lining up intricate designs a breeze. Peels hot with zero
cooldown time needed.
Layerable with other Easy-to-Weed products! Mix and match colors for endless posibilities. Can also
be used as a "base layer" for Glitter, Holographic, and more.
CAREGY offers excellent durability,even after repeated washings.CAREGY HTV 12Inx10Ft
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Choose our more economical and better quality HTV vinyl, you don't have to sacrifice quality!
Heat transfer printing is a simple and interesting way to put personalized design on the fabric. You
can create unique items such as T-shirts, hats, bags, throw pillows, etc. for sports teams,
recreational activities or to complete a handicraft hobby. Create your own unique design.
Main features of CAREGY heat transfer film:
Easy to cut and transfer
Simple operation
High viscosity, not easy to fall off
Elastic, not easy to fade
Easy to Weed
Easy and Ready-to-cut material designed for custom garment decoration. The backing is pressure
and temperature sensitive and easier to take off once the design has been transferred to the desired
surface. It is a durable polyurethane which is used to design custom t-shirts as it is engineered to be
easy-to-use! It has the best stretch so it moves like part of the garment and thin and smooth enough
to be layered!

Cutting
Our vinyl is suitable for all kinds of cutting machines, and the 12 inch width is suitable for all kinds of
cutting pads. When the design is finished, please pay attention to wait 24 hours before first
wash.Machine wash warm or cold with mild detergent.Do not bleach or dry clean.Dry on normal
dryer setting.
Tips
Allow 24 hours before the first wash.Reverse cleaning will be bette
Only use mild detergent
Do not bleach
Dry at normal setting
Do not dry clean
Do not use nylon,velvet,acrylic fabrics,leather,vinyl which will melt and ruin the material
We recommend using on COTTON, POLYESTER, COTTON/POLYESTER BLENDS, LYCRA fabric
for best performance.
NOTE: Actual color of heat transfer vinyl may vary slightly due to differences in monitor display.
Transfer
Application Instruction
Put the front of the sheet you designed on the shirt. If you use a household iron, do not use the
steam setting. Heat the iron at a moderate temperature (302Â°F)â€“ 320Â°F)); use medium / hard
pressure for 10-15 seconds for each part of the design; if using a hot press, preheat the clothes for
2-3 seconds; design at 305Â°F); use medium pressure for 10-15 seconds;
Warm
1.Make sure there are no wrinkles on the material.
2.If you are having trouble, try turning the shirt 90 degrees and pressing again, this should eliminate
problems from cold spots.
3.If you've already ruined one shirt, keep using it to experiment. Cut small pieces of heat transfer
and try raising or lowering your temperature, or pressing longer or for less time.
Making gifts for festivals and birthdays
The DIY gifts made by our htv are lovely and personalized for your friends and family that they are
going to love and cherish.The unique t-shirt will make them stand out from the crowd.
Easy to Cut & Transfer
Our iron on vinyl sheets offers an excellent stickiness and superior durability.They adhere to the
fabric seamlessly and has held up well in the wash without color fading, peeling off & cracking.
Pu material
Advanced vinyl, with good elasticity, thin and durable characteristics. It should be noted that the first
cleaning is better after 24 hours.
Certified Material and Safe to Use
The htv sheets is made by safe material which is odorless and harmless to skin, also without any
harmful chemicals or toxic factors Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021,
buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

